The only technology for controlling access
to ALL of your plant and equipment.
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WHAT IS ACCESSPACK?
AccessPack is an innovative access control system that ensures
equipment can only be used by authorized personnel. It can be fitted
to any type of electrically powered device (including mobile, remote
and battery operated equipment) and is the only system of its kind on
the market.
AccessPack – Remote Door access control system
One of the ways Access Pack may be implemented is with a door
actuator interface and hence be used for secure remote door access
control.
The key benefits of using Access Pack in this situation are :



No back to base wiring required for authentication.
Card reading hardware and door controller built into one small puck 55 x
50mm
 Access logs stored locally and may be downloaded through wireless
Bluetooth interface or automatically through a Site sentinel over the mobile
phone network
 Can allow access only during certain time periods
 Can allow locking of a door such that no card will open it until unlocked with
special card
Very cost effective solution

HOW DOES IT WORK?
AccessPack is wireless and uses Bluetooth technology to communicate with other systems. A ‘control puck’ (sensor assembly
containing an RFID reader and other smart electronics) is fitted to the door/wall and programmed with relevant information
about the desired operation & location.
RFID cards are pre-loaded with ‘tokens’ for each respective piece/type of
door that a particular person can access, based on their security
level/inductions/training/certifications and associated expiry dates.
Unlike traditional access control hardware that relies on communication
between the access control point and a central management computer,
AccessPack is a standalone system with all the information required to
grant/deny access being contained on the user’s RFID card.
A wide range of applications kits have been developed so that AccessPack
can be fitted to any equipment powered from 5 to 415V, AC or DC. Thus
the same access control system can be used for all equipment on a
site/plant and operators only need to carry one equipment access card.

MANAGING USERS
A web based management system exists to allow simple management of permissions for each user’s card.


A usb card reader is connected to a PC and the operator logs into the web portal using their AP Manager license card



A user card is placed onto the card reader where user name can be entered/edited directly



Tokens are dragged from the tree on the left onto the user’s card and just as simply may be dragged off to remove
them



Permissions may be managed by individual doors, by site/location, class or a combination of these



Some examples of potential configurations



a.

Access all the doors on a particular site

b.

Only doors of class ‘External’ ie doors used to gain entry/exit to a building

c.

Doors of class ‘External’ and ‘Office’

d.

Particular list of doors

Cards may be given expiry dates and this is highly recommended

CONFIGURING ACCESS PACKS
Access Pack can be configured wirelessly using a laptop fitted with a Link-2 long range Bluetooth modem and running our FSU
(Field Service Utility) application which is always available for free download from the Access Pack webpage.
This software allows the configuration of each Access Pack, including the setup of the security tokens for ID, Site and Class. It
may also be configured that one or more of these tokens must exist on the card for authentication. If this is not chosen, then
if any one of the tokens appear on the card then authentication will be given.
Firmware updates are done wirelessly using the FSU application which enables in field fixes or additions to functionality.

SITE SENTINEL
One or more Site Sentinels may be placed on a site to allow remote
transmission of data from Access Packs back to a Server for analysis
& reporting.
A Site Sentinel communicates to the Access Packs over long range
Bluetooth and back to a Server using the mobile phone network.
Whenever an Access pack has new data available a Site Sentinel
extracts this and sends it to the server for processing and storage.
Access logs and reports can be generated using this data and viewed
over a web interface.
Each sentinel can service hundreds of doors within wireless range
(typically 300m line of site and 50m within a building).
This allows a system to be created with many remote doors within range of a Sentinel (of which there can be many on a
single site).

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS
What sorts of equipment can I fit AccessPack to?
Anything that runs or starts from electricity (including hydraulics) and has a start, stop, or power switch. This includes battery
powered equipment and mobile machinery.
Is there anything I can’t fit AccessPack to?
The minimum requirements for running an AccessPack is 30mA at 5V. So some battery equipment that uses 2 x AA batteries
(e.g. some small crane radios) can’t be fitted with AccessPack as there is not enough power to make a Bluetooth connection.
Also, the batteries are depleted so quickly that it makes the device unusable. The good news is that in almost all
circumstances, inexpensive alternatives are available that have bigger battery packs.
The device must also use some kind of electrical start.
How does AccessPack differ from other access control systems?
Traditional access control hardware relies on communication between the access control point and a central management
computer. AccessPack on the other hand is a standalone system with all the information required to grant/deny access
contained on the user’s RFID card. Thus it also works on remote and mobile plant, equipment for which it just isn’t feasible or
possible to have a permanent connection (be it wireless or wired) to a central database.
We already have access cards for site access, can we use them with AccessPack?
Yes, if your cards use the same technology as AccessPack (MIFARE 14443 A/B) then we will work with your vendor to
integrate AccessPack. If your cards use different technology, then your existing vendor can supply you with dual technology
cards that work seamlessly with both systems.
Can I use AccessPack to manage recertification requirements?
Yes, all access permissions can have an associated expiry date. The AccessPack hardware has a calendar chip and will reject a
card if a permission has expired.

How easy is it to install?
AccessPack has a standard 22mm threaded shank. It is a drop in replacement for most standard industrial switches. After
that, you just give it power and connect it to whatever switch circuit you want to control.
Can I mount the AccessPack outside?
Yes, the AccessPack puck is rated to IP65. Everything else is located internally within the equipment being protected.
What if I lose a card or it is stolen?
Programming a new card only takes a couple of minutes. However, we recommend that you always program an expiry date
for every card so that it if it is lost or stolen, the card will eventually expire. When you replace a lost card that has not yet
expired, you should give it a slightly different name so you can always differentiate between the original lost/stolen card and
a new one. Many customers chose to print or attach the user’s photo to the card so that it is obvious when someone is using
a stolen card.
Can I use AccessPack in hazardous areas?
AccessPack is not currently certified for use in hazardous areas. However, it can be installed in a suitable glass fronted
enclosure and card swiping will still work.
What frequencies does AccesSPack use?
The Bluetooth radio uses 2.4GHz and the RFID is at 13.5MHz (very short range).

For more information on AccessPack
and other Sole Digital products
visit our website at www.soledigital.com.au

